Chapter 5

The Role of Pharmacokinetics and Allometrics
in Imaging: Practical Issues and Considerations
Brian R. Moyer

Abstract “Disease” can be best defined as a complex array of biological activities
which are all relational to the underlying changes in the normal physiology of the
species. The study of disease from infections to tumors, from mice through various
species, is fraught with significant differences in tissue and organ blood flow, organ
sizes, physiologic functional differences, metabolic biomarkers, structural uniqueness (“lock and key” receptor specificity), varied and unique immunologic responses,
and indeed all of these partake in some manner in the control and definition of each
species. The goal of imaging is to provide either some key biomarker or metabolite
that provides translational time–activity responses or anatomical distinctions over
time that reflect the natural history (NHx) of a disease or ways to describe the biologic changes that are in question as a result of pathology. Allometric analysis thus
may be necessary in the selection of dosing where target saturation may be important, species show variation in target affinities, imaging is time dependent and physiologic “clocks” vary, and many other considerations. This chapter attempts to
describe such situations as well as currently used approaches.

5.1

I ntroduction: Dose Selection in the Nonclinical
to Clinical Settings

In 2006 a clinical trial was held for a new monoclonal antibody, a humanized IgG4/
kappa monoclonal Antibody (Ab), that binds to the human CD28 receptor. As an
IgG4 Ab it binds with low affinity to Fc-receptors and does not mediate ADCC or
CDC activity. The antibody under study was TGN1412 sponsored by TeGenero AG
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(Rellahan 2009). Six subjects in a Phase 1 dose escalation trial received the drug at
a starting dose of 0.1 mg/kg. The subjects were separated in time by 10 min each for
their dose. The dose was determined to be a non-risk dose from work performed in
animal studies. All six subjects elicited adverse events within 90 min post dose
administration and these became progressively worse with organ failures by 21 h
post administration. Suntharalingam et al. (2006) described the cytokine storms
elicited in these patients over the initial day of events. The animal to human dose
translation was not effective and the result was a superagonistic anti-CD28
antibody. Where a typical T-cell receptor (TCR) activation requires two signal
functions (TCR engagement followed by co-stimulatory receptor engagement,
i.e., C80/86 engagement), TGN1412 was capable of directly stimulating the TCR
via the CD28 site without a co-stimulatory requirement resulting in an uncontrolled
cytokine storm. The injuries in this trial were not caused by product impurities,
product quality—the injuries were due to the product’s in vivo human bioactivity—
a function that was controllable by a better predictive starting dose. As we move
imaging into the realm of preclinical testing of especially biologics for approval, the
PK dose translation must be respectfully considered.
Could this unfortunate event have been predicted pharmacologically and an
appropriate dose surmised using allometrics? That is debatable, but in the imaging
world we are faced with risk of human dose extrapolation from animals all the time
as we are employing many different assumptions of product safety and efficacy into
the clinical setting. This chapter is intended to introduce the reader to the concept of
dose scaling and minimization of risk in determining the appropriate dose of an
imaging agent with respect to dosimetry for nuclear imaging agents, and safety for
those imaging agents requiring higher molar quantities for their practical applications. Prediction of animal safety of a given product is a textbook all to itself but we
will touch here on ways of thinking and expressing drug safety that should be part
of every imaging scientist’s vernacular. Estimating the inter species differences in
drug behavior has been a challenge for many years (Boxenbaum 1984). Taking the
comparative measurements of rate constants, receptor affinities, physiologic differences in clearance, and many other parameters allows the drug developer to have a
relatively good estimate for the starting dose in human studies but it remains a
“work-in-progress” discipline (Radziszewski et al. 2009).
The use of imaging in drug or biologics development is clearly to identify supporting mechanisms of action and demonstration of positive alterations in the natural history of disease in response to the use of a therapeutic (Moyer and Barrett
2009). Figure 5.1 describes the connectivity of pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD); and toxicokinetic (TK) activities at a high level. It should be noted
that the prominent point of connectivity in the figure is “time”. The issue of a single
point in time—even compared to a baseline value—may not be sufficient to defend
the outcome of an imaging endpoint in support of a regulatory filing for approval of
a drug or biologic, potentially even for an IND. Imaging, like PK, PD, and TK
should be exploited with relation to time.
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Fig. 5.1 A schematic portrayal of the relationship of PK (ADME terms) and PD (REOP terms) on
the in vivo biological activity of a drug, biologic or xenobiotic. ADME (absorption, distribution,
metabolism, elimination), TI (Therapeutic Index; see Muller and Milton 2012) and REOP (receptor
occupancy, response or effect magnitude, binding avidity, and projection or cascade effects) are
key elements in the description of a drug and biologic’s behavior in different species

5.2

 harmacokinetics and Toxicokinetics: Importance
P
in Imaging

A dose of a “drug” enters the body and is affected by factors of physical chemistry
and biology from solubility through uniqueness of binding to a pharmacologic
target. These activities are concentration dependent, dispersedly controlled to a
unique biodistribution by actions of molecular charge, solubility, nonspecific
binding and blood flow (biodistribution), pathophysiology affecting biological

binding (enhanced or decreased), and governed by the coincident activity of elimination which decreases the drug’s bioavailability. PK analysis tells you how to interpret, and indeed predict, your PD and TK observations.
Pharmacokinetics is indeed a mathematical attempt to define biology in engineering terms. The input–output models of environmental scenarios, manufacturing
control systems, electronic bread-board designs, and BIOLOGY are all capable of
being described in mathematical terms. Figure 5.1 implies this relationship and the
insight of the time rate of change of a drug or biologic allows us to predict exposure
of a target to a drug where a concentration-dependent response, or a pharmacologic
dynamic outcome, can be predicted. The binding affinity of a receptor for a specific
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Fig. 5.2 Drug signature. The ability to define a drug or biologic’s unique “signature”, e.g., behavior in a defined biologic system (i.e., murine, canine, NHP, human models, etc.), is an important
key to the proper selection of an imaging platform as well as use of imaging tracers or contrast
agents in nonclinical studies. A close and analytic inspection of the “environment” a drug is to be
introduced (aka the specific pathology) and the relationship the dose has in describing or assisting
in drug development of human-need pharmaceuticals is not to be minimized

drug may be known to occur in vitro at the micromolar (μM) range. Following
administration by some route of entry (IV, IM, SC, IP, PO, etc.1), a distribution of a
drug or biologic occurs to some limit of the concentration and at the target the drug
or biologic may never achieves a specific molar concentration (i.e., under dosing)
due to species metabolic capability, alternate affinities lower affinities but far more
abundant nonspecific targets and which have a more flow-dependent availability or
elimination (species related renal and hepatic blood flow, immunologic consumption, etc.). The prediction of a pharmacokinetic response, i.e., the assignment of
specific pharmacokinetic terms called “parameters”, each of which have mathematical relationships to each other provides us with the ability to predict pharmacodynamic or toxicologic responses (Boisell et al. 2008). Through the determination of
a “drug signature”, as defined by these parameter estimates in Fig. 5.2, we have a
unique tool to define drug responses, biologic activity and, in totality, the pharmacodynamics of biochemical entities.
The absorption and elimination of a drug or biologic is defined using a time–
activity profile with examples defined in Fig. 5.3. The administration of a drug or
biologic into a species of choice results in a concentration gradient from the point

IV, IM, SC, IP, PO, etc. refer to intravenous, intramuscular, subcutaneous, intraperitoneal, orally,
etc., respectively.

1
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Fig. 5.3 Examples of the kinetic behavior of drug and biologics where we can express the change
in time vs. change in concentration of “x” in volume or target “y” and these profiles can be
described mathematically. The time–activity (time-conc) profile is the core of what imaging is trying to describe

of entry that moves immediately into both distributive and an elimination functions.
An intravenously administered drug is an instantaneous delivery to the blood pool
but the “instantaneous” is a bit misleading as, we recall from Fig. 5.2, a dilution of
the concentrated “dose” has to occur in that “space” (region, compartment, pool,
volume, etc.).
Physiologic approaches in pharmacokinetics interpret biology in an engineering
manner where a flow diagram (Physiologic-Based Pharmacokinetic Modeling;
PBMK; Fig. 5.4a, b) links an event-driven cascade (i.e., “dominos”; re. REOP,
Fig. 5.2) where the tissues and organs of a species have finite boundaries of tissue
weights, volumes, and rates of blood flow that contribute to a drug or biologic’s
unique “drug signature” (PK profile). To add to this complexity is the concept of
drug-specific transporters. For a full treatise on the involvement of drug transporters
and their importance in drug kinetics the reader is directed to the work of Giacomini
and Sugiyama (2010). The PKPD paradigm is best described using a block diagram
that in many ways ignores many subtle considerations in biologic systems such as
immunologic consumption and indeed we can add a compartment for such an elimination mode. Similarly, we would add a new flow tag called “leak” showing product
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Fig. 5.4 A physiologic flow diagram translated to compartment modeling. (a) The PBPK model
(physiologic-based pharmacokinetics) approach (A) bridges the input function of a drug or biologic added to the venous side (or arterial side) and the partition of the drug distribution by blood
flow (physical compartments), the fractional distribution of the bolus into tissues (pharmacologic
compartments), and metabolic behavior (chemical-dependent compartment) as defined by fractional organ flow, organ size, the rate constants across or into the organ system, and ratio of the
organ to organ body weight or surface area. (b) A simple translation of the physical compartment
model in A to define rate constants (arrows), as an engineering flow diagram, results in a biphasic
time versus concentration elimination curve

loss occurring in a flow diagram of a manufacturing process or a municipal water
system that has a broken pipe and loss “X” to the expected flow of total effluent is
accounted. The use of a drug or biologic is highly dependent on the pathology of
interest and potentially other ongoing pathologies. An example was presented by
Jaehde and Sorgel (1995) where they discussed the changes in PK parameter estimates in burn patients where the volume of distribution can be altered by changes in
protein binding or a change (enlargement) in extracellular fluid volumes. Clearance
can also change due to tubular secretion glomerular filtration, hepatic blood flow, drug
metabolizing activity, protein binding, and new additional elimination pathways.
Animal models for burns will vary considerably with major differences in allometric
considerations.
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Table 5.1 Physiologic parameters associated with seven representative species which are
commonly used in medical imaging studies
Parameter
Body weight, g

Mouse
22

Compartment Volumes, mL
Plasma
1.0
Muscle
10
Kidney
0.34
Liver
1.33
GI Tract
1.5
Gut lumen
1.5
Heart
0.095
Lungs
0.12
Spleen
0.1
Marrow
0.6

Hamster
150

Rat
500

Rabbit
2,330

Monkey
5,000

Dog
12,000

Human
70,000

6.48
–
1.36
6.89
12.23
–
0.63
0.74
0.54
–

19.6
245
3.65
19.55
11.25
8.8
1.15
2.1
1.3
–

70
1,350
15
100
120
–
6
17
1
47

220
2,500
30
135
230
230
17
–
–
135

500
5,530
60
480
480
–
120
120
36
120

3,000
35,000
280
1,350
2,100
2,100
300
–
160
1,400

520
155
80
177
111
16
520
9.0
11

379
50
74
92
75
65

512
138
90
60
81.5
60
512
13.5
20

3,670
420
700
800
700
150
–
240
120

Plasma Flow Rate, mL/min
Plasma
4.38
40.34
84.6
Muscle
0.5
–
22.4
Kidney
0.8
5.27
12.8
Liver
1.1
6.5
4.7
Gut
0.9
5.3
14.6
Heart
0.28
0.14
1.6
Lungs
4.38
28.4
2.25
Spleen
0.05
0.25
0.95
Marrow
0.17
–
–
Table content adapted from: Mordenti 1986

–
–
23

Table 5.1 describes several physiologic parameters of selected species, including
human. The body weights of seven species are described along with tissue and fluid
compartment pool volumes and plasma flow rates for several selected tissues (compartments). Physiologic flow models are developed using laboratory animals and in
principle allow one to scale up (using terms of engineering) to make predictive
implications of drug behavior in humans (and other species; aka, predictive allometrics). The cancer therapeutic methotrexate has been extensively examined using
these tools (refs from Table 5.1). The drug follows a multi-compartment distribution, linear protein binding, strong saturable protein binding, entero-hepatic recirculation, and other perturbations on physiologic functions and as such.

5.3

Concepts of Allometry (Dose Translation) in PK Analysis

Animal species commonly used in preclinical imaging studies (i.e., mice, rats, rabbits,
monkeys, and dogs) do not always eliminate drugs at the same manner or rates that
are observed in humans. Typically, the smaller the mammal the more rapid the species will eliminate drugs relative to that of larger mammals (O’Flaherty 1989;
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Table 5.2 The Determination of the Km value for relational determination of doses across selected
species; refer to the FDA Guidance 2005
Body Surface Area (BSA) and the Km Factor: Linearizing the PK Parameters
The most common “Rosetta Stone” for species allometrics is body surface area (BSA)
Adult human BSA = 1.6–1.7 m2; rat = 0.025 m2; mouse = 0.0066 m2
Species
Body weight, kg
Surface area, m-sq
Km factor, kg/m-sq
Mouse
0.02
0.0066
3.0
Rat
0.15
0.025
5.9
Monkey
3.0
0.24
12
Dog
8.0
0.40
20
Human, Child
20
0.80
25
Human, Adult
60
1.6-1.7
37
See the FDA Guidance (5541fnl.pdf; pg 7; July 2005)
To determine the dose from a mouse to a human:
Human dose equivalent (HDE) = 2nd species dose (mg/kg) × (Species Km/Human Km)
If the Murine dose for efficacy is 20 mg/kg = 20 mg/kg × 0.025 kg = 0.5 mg/mouse
HDE = 20 mg/kg × (3/37) = 20 mg/kg × 0.081 = > 1.62 mg/kg × 70 kg = 113.4 mg/human
Table 5.3 Development changes in body composition reported as percentage of total body mass
(data from: Alcorn and McNamara 2003)
Age
Body mass (kg)
Newborn, full term
3.5
4 months
7.0
12 months
10.5
Adult
70
a
Obesity decreases the percentage of total body water

Water
74
61.5
60.5
55–60a

Protein
11
11.5
15

Fat
14
27
24.5

Mordenti 1986). Using this kind of information about species variance in drug
elimination, drug elimination across species has been shown to be predictable, scalable and, in engineering terms, obeys the power equation Y = aWb. Early reports on
pharmacokinetic scaling across species normalized the x- and y-axes to illustrate
some degree of superimposability of the respective pharmacokinetic curves. The ultimate goal is to predict human pharmacokinetics and this superimposability was
useful but not mathematically useful. The power function approaches have allowed
unique expression of human parameter estimates to be determined. The allometry
concept provides models beyond pharmacokinetics as models of cardiovascular functions also behave in power functions where energy of flow and turbulence are dissipated toward “terminal tubes” do not structurally or histologically vary with body
size (capillary networks are in general, conserved). Allometry via power functions
thus also provides a complete analysis of scaling relations for mammalian circulatory
systems that appears to be in agreement with data (West et al. 1997). In more general
terms, allometric models help predict structural and functional properties of vertebrate cardiovascular and respiratory systems, plant vascular systems, insect tracheal
tubes, and other complex distribution networks.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are important and very useful key approaches that are used in
dose translation allometry. The FDA has endorsed the Km (kg/m-sq) allometric
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approach as well as other techniques including PD response analysis (i.e., unique
cytokine dose responses across species). Body surface area is one approach that is
used as a dose and cross-species dose normalizing method has been found to be
highly successful in aligning dose linearity across species (Pinkel 1958; Rall and
North 1953; Bachmann et al. 1996; Baker et al. 2002; Krasovskii 1976; Lindstad
and Schaeffer 2002; Mahmood 1998, 2000, 2005, 2007; Mahmood and Balian
1996; Mahmood and Green 2003; FDA Guidance 2005; Tang and Meyershon 2006;
Reagan-Shaw et al. 2007; Dedrick 2009).
Table 5.2 describes, in part, the method advocated by Reagan-Shaw et al. (2007).
In some cases, however, drug doses are prescribed not in terms of micrograms per
kg but in terms of micrograms per unit area, specifically body surface area (usually
in terms of square meters, i.e., m2). Such is the case for the colony stimulating factor
GM-CSF (Sanofi; Sargramostim, Leukine™). The conversion of m2 doses across
species can utilize the Km values described in Table 5.2 (above) but translation of
height and weight into body surface area (BSA) of small animals has been a difficult
and challenging relational task. I have explored using a mix of three human height–
weight exponential methods to calculate the BSA of animals such as the rhesus
macaque and they include: the Haycock, the Mosteller, and the DuBois methods
(refer: http://www.halls.md/body-surface-area/refs.htm). The DuBois method was
further adapted for the rhesus macaque by Liu and Higbee (1976) where they added
a slight correction factor using a skull to anus measurement. Taking the three BSA
equations and making a mean BSA measure has been a better way to define the dose
for the rhesus macaque and works for other species as well within limits defined by
the species anatomy. A working copy of an EXCEL worksheet/tool using these
three BSA equations for dose conversion to a second species based on input of only
height and weight measures is provided to the Reader via the Springer web link.
(http://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-1-4614-8247-5). The EXCEL tool also
contains the details of the surface area equations and the FDA dosing guidance is
also embedded.
The role of pharmacokinetics in imaging was historically ignored for nuclear
tracers used in PET, SPECT and especially the original planar imaging platforms
used in nuclear medicine as they all rely on tracer biology. “Tracer biology”, or the
notion of a drug effect measurable using a miniscule mass of a drug to elicit an
image of a chemical entity binding to a target, is a classic property of high-specific
radioactivity nuclear medicine drugs and biologics.2 Most drugs and biologics,
however, are not necessarily operating in the nanomolar or lower range. The concept of a “Phase 0” study, i.e., a low dose of a radiolabeled imaging agent (Hung
2009), is allowed because this kind of trial purportedly has little pharmacologic risk,
while operating at sub-pharmacologically active doses of the chemical entity (the
“red box”; Fig. 5.5). The dose is often conducted at the nanomolar range (or less) of

Specific radioactivity is the ratio of the radioactive isotope, i.e., Tc-99m, to the cold (stable) isotope, i.e., Tc-99, in, for example, Ci/mmol. A high-specific radioactivity product is needed for a
Phase “0” study to reduce the mass.

2
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Fig. 5.5 Defining the dose for a Phase “0” study. The sigmoidal response curves for efficacy
versus safety. The bold black arrow represents the dose for the maximal therapeutic index (TI)
value. Phase “0” nuclear imaging studies are conducted purportedly at doses within the red box.
What defines the “red box” is data from animal studies where no physiologic response is observed
yet binding is demonstrated either in vitro or in vivo using the intended nuclear imaging product
and imaging tool. The challenge is the dose translation of the animal dose to human which is critical to avoid any concentration “shift to the right” and resultant appearance of safety concerns

product which is capable of binding to specific receptors, generally neurologic
targets, but not sufficient in eliciting a pharmacologic response.
A drug or biologic’s integrated preclinical PK/PD package should be designed to
be relevant in the human condition or disease and designed to establishes a derivable
relationship between drug exposure and the mechanism of action (i.e., a selected
biomarker). This relationship is critical in the selection of first dose(s) in humans.
The pharmacokinetics of all drugs should be understood sufficiently to allow for
comparative translation of the drug exposures across species. In terms of imaging,
this is principally related to avoidance of target receptor saturation or poor biodistribution which alter target uptake or washout (e.g., on-off rate) statistics (voxelrelated image content) which may distort interpretation of images over time. For
high plasma drug concentrations (i.e., Cp >> Km), the saturable clearance function
approaches a limiting value (Vmax), and at relatively low concentrations will represent a first-order elimination rate (Vmax/Km). A major source of the nonlinear
elimination (and sometimes distribution; see Williams 2012) of antibodies is receptormediated clearance (RMCl) or target-mediated drug disposition (TMDD).
For antibodies that exhibit complex nonlinear kinetics, model-based dose selection can avoid the potential limitations of simpler methods that are often associated
with inappropriate (and potentially wrong) assumptions. The development of a
TMDD model for a specific kind of antibody in rats and monkeys and its translation
for predicting the minimal anticipated biological effect level (MABEL) in humans
is an excellent example of how allometrics plays an important role in safety (Mager
2012). In his chapter on the PK and PD of antibody-based therapeutics, Mager
describes the testing of a large range of dose levels (0.1–100 mg/kg) of this antibody
in rats and monkeys, and where no significant adverse events were ultimately
observed (the no observable adverse event level; NOAEL, was determined for both
species). The study resulted in determining the minimal human dose that is
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predicted to show high target occupancy along with a 100-fold safety factor based
on body surface area scaling.
On the other hand, when applying a simple receptor occupancy (RO) equation,

[ RO% - Cp0 * 100] / [ Kd + Cp0]

(5.1)

One should select the dose which provides a small 10 % receptor occupancy.
This low dose estimate using minimal receptor occupancy is likely associated with
failing to consider turnover processes and other inappropriate assumptions, such as
rapid binding conditions and drug concentrations in far excess of the receptor
(Cp >> Kd). Organ sizes and many physiological processes, such as renal clearance,
scale across species according to a well-known power–law relationship (Adolph
1949; Rall and North 1953; Pinkel 1958; Mordenti 1986; Holford 1995; Bachmann
et al. 1996; Mahmood and Balian 1996; West et al. 1997; Baker et al. 2002; Wajima
et al. 2002; Mahmood 2005; Tang and Mayershon 2006; Reagan-Shaw et al. 2007;
Savage et al. 2008; Dedrick 2009):
Y = aW b

(5.2)

Where, a PK parameter of interest, i.e., clearance, Cl, has a relational basis to body
weight (W) to a power value which typically rests in the domain of 3/4 or 0.75
(Mahmood and Green 2003). Drug clearance and body size as a means of allometry
in the literature over 2000–2007 is provided as a fine review by McLeay et al.
(2012). Interspecies conversions of toxicity seem best met by means of a power
function of the body weight raised to the power of 2/3 to 1, where 1 is a direct
weight-based scaling. The US EPA in the late 1980s used the 2/3 power to distinguish environmental toxic waste effects on various wildlife and it remains a practical approach today. The appropriate basis for an interconversion of dose across
species is dependent on the mechanism of action (MOA) of a chemical, on its intrinsic metabolism, the developmental stage of the species in question, and on the dose
pattern (dose schedule, pattern of exposure) (O’Flaherty 1989). Kinetically equivalent doses are defined as those doses that produce either equal concentrations in the
plasma compartment or at the receptor (or target) sites or an equally integrated dose
over time as in mass/unit volume/unit time to a target receptor or tissue across each
species mean body weight. The two terms “dose concentration” and “dose exposure” are not always equivalent. It very important to consider that conversion of
doses or dose rates from smaller to larger species is often realistic on a body surface
area or ¾ power basis EXCEPT when first-order elimination and capacity limited
production of an active metabolite coexist. In such cases, the peak concentration
(i.e., Cmax) may not be sufficiently predictive of exposure (i.e., AUC) even though
they are mutually dependent PK parameters.
Use of a fractional power of body weight to scale adult therapeutic doses to
pediatric-equivalent PK doses, and to scale doses administered to test animals in
drug development to the doses used in human clinical trials, has now become widely
accepted and is translates more efficiently and accurately (except in the bolded
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conditions described above) upon the log transform of Eq. 5.2 which has the
property of a linear relationship (a straight line) following a log transform, where:
log( y) = log(a ) + b * log(W ); or, simply : Y = mx + b

(5.3)

It is relevant to note that this approach has several attractive features:
• It is simple to use.
• Requires establishment of the drug blood or plasma concentration–time data.
• Requires knowledge of elimination pathways (i.e., geriatrics may have depressed
Cl).
• Important, in most cases, to know if the product has plasma or blood component
binding.
• Data analysis is generally straightforward.
• The use of either a power function of parameters of interest versus a normalization denominator of either body weight or body surface area (BSA) on a log–log
scale.
• The equation for a straight line—term “b” as the slope representing the rate of
change for the parameter versus the change in body weight or BSA.
• Compartmental analysis (CA; Simpson 2011) vs. non-compartmental analysis
(NCA; Stepniewska 2011),
––
––
––
––

CA models can be complex and lengthy processes.
NCA models are less restrictive than fitting CA.
NCA methods do not require specialty software for analyses.
NCA criteria for best fit minimizations include
Ordinary least squares
Weighted least square
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)

• Three PK parameter estimates which are regularly used for allometry are also
useful for imaging:
Clearance, Volume of Distribution, and the Elimination Half-Life.
Allometry based on organ sizes, or physiological volumes, tends to have the
exponent as directly proportional, or b = 1. Physiological times, or the duration of
physiological events (e.g., heartbeat and breath duration, lifespan or turnover times
of endogenous substances or processes), typically scale across species with b values
around 0.25. These interspecies relationships are based it seems from the fractal
nature of biological systems (West et al. 1997; West and Brown 2005).
Chappell and Mordenti (1991) were the first to apply allometric scaling to therapeutic proteins. They applied the scaling to five compounds, one of which was an
anti-CD4 IgG1 antibody. Exponents for total systemic clearance and the volumes of
distribution (central compartment and steady-state value) were in agreement with
the expected theoretical values. Mahmood (2004) confirmed that simple allometry
may be used for most proteins in a review of predicted total clearance values of 15
therapeutic proteins from interspecies scaling.
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Table 5.4 Examples of power functions used in allometrics
Power functions that relate species
Physiologic power functions
Power functions with: Y = aWb
Physiologic function
Power function
Units
Urine output
= (0.0064)W0.82
mL/h
Ventilation rate
= (120)W0.74
mL/h
Cr clearance
= (4.2)W0.69
mL/h
Inulin clearance
= (1.74)W0.77
mL/h
Heartbeat period
= (1.19 × 10−5)W0.27
h
Nephron number
= (2600)W0.62
Count
Tidal volume
= (6.2 × 10−3)W1.01
mL
Kidney weight
= (0.0212)W0.85
g
Heart weight
= (6.6 × 10−3)W0.98
g
Blood volume
= (0.331)W1.09
mL (or g)
Power functions can relate specific organs and physiologic functions. Several
investigative targets are currently defined where we have the allometric power
function to exploit

This mechanistic approach predicted a starting dose of approximately 0.008 mg/
kg which is much lower than established NOAEL in toxicity studies, but is more
reasonable than the use of simple target occupancy calculations which do not also
include the physiologic perturbations on the dose. An efficacious dose level was also
predicted using the scaled model, and this study highlights how complex processes
such as TMDD may limit the use of simple dose selection techniques and the need
for more appropriate model-based algorithms to ensure clinical safety and efficacy.
Important to imaging is the ability to evaluate the time rate of change of some
physiologic or metabolic parameter of interest. The importance of imaging in yielding
the necessary statistics, resolution, and individual animal or patient evaluation is
probably the most sought out technology in medicine for its personalized diagnostics. Table 5.4 describes several investigative physiologic and pharmacokinetic
parameter targets where we have the allometric power function to exploit. Figure 5.6
demonstrates the utility of using a common pharmacokinetic parameter test, renal
clearance of antipyrine, for drug comparative kinetics across species (REF).
Onthank et al. (2005) provides a wealth of background on the clearance of drugs as
relates to species and translational biology.

5.4

PK Parameter Estimates and Applications in Imaging

Zhao et al. (2009) describe an overview of imaging surrogates used for measuring
tumor responses to therapy. It is important to recognize that there are allometric
relationships of tumor responses and it may be necessary to know the therapeutic
drug doses which may affect drug/biologic distribution and clearance. PET tracers
have been created for metabolic imaging where we can evaluate the metabolic rate
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Fig. 5.6 Antipyrine renal clearance. A graphic portrayal of the linear relationship of clearance of
antipyrine across species. Such a linear relationship can be exploited to demonstrate cross species
drug clearance changes relative to the known antipyrine clearance estimates

of glucose uptake, i.e., F-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (Hanaoka et al. 2008), or the
uptake in a progenitor cell proliferative environment such as the bone marrow using
DNA precursor analogs, i.e., F-18 fluorothymidine (Menda et al. 2010). Figure 5.7
is an example of how the PET-derived SUV values (i.e., the PD response) are changing with the introduction of a therapeutic (chemotherapy or radiation effects on
bone marrow) and this “delta” can be quite variable across species ability functionally respond to therapeutic interventions. Species differences and specific sensitivities to novel drugs and biologics can be measured using the terms of specific
uptake values (SUVs) which represents a ratio to baseline expected values. As has
been discussed throughout this chapter “baseline expected outcomes”, that is the
species to species correlations of drug behavior, should be thought of as allometrically defined and employing allometrics gives us avenues in imaging to uniquely
confirm species differences in radiotracer distribution and elimination pathways in
drug research. In the case of MR imaging, and especially in metabolic (MRS) studies, utilization of a stable isotope approach can markedly improve the efficiency and
accuracy of bioavailability, tissue distribution, tissue elimination and bioequivalence studies particularly for highly variable drugs in formulations that are qualitatively and quantitatively the same as well as for quality by design (QbD) investigative
studies (Parr et al. 2012; Williams 2012).
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Fig. 5.7 Marked depression of F-18 FLT in irradiated progenitor cell uptake in human bone marrow following radiation. The SUV value is seen to be depressed following irradiation. Examination
of effectiveness of progenitor stimulating drugs (cytokines) to induce proliferation in this setting
may have alterations in drug clearance or distribution induced by the complex pathophysiology of
radiation hematopoietic injury (with permission, L Boles-Ponto, Univ of Iowa and from: Menda
et al. 2010)

Glucose use of the lung can be compared by bilateral functional comparisons.
An example is the use of FDG to evaluate the efficacy of various doses and clearance behaviors when using tobramycin. A study by Dolovich and Labiris (2004)
examined tobramycin therapy before and after 28 days of inhaled tobramycin therapy (160 mg twice daily) in patients. Control groups of cystic fibrosis and nonactive
sarcoidosis showed mean glucose use in the lung (SUV values) of 1.3 mcmol/g × h
(95 % confidence interval, CI, of 0.55–2.10). and 2.8 mcmol/g × h (95 % CI 2.65–
2.99). Normal glucose use in the lung averages 1.2 mcmol/g × h (95 % CI 0.94–
1.46). Patients with nonactive sarcoidosis have a significantly higher lung glucose
use than normal. Despite the presence of chronic sputum neutrophilia, lung glucose
use was not elevated in patients with CF and did not change with inhaled tobramycin therapy (Dolovich and Labiris 2004). Williams (2012) provides an excellent
treatise on tissue distribution of protein therapeutics and molecular probes as
described through imaging.
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Allometry of cell therapeutics remains a challenge to define, especially in the
imaging employing radiolabeled or SPOI-labeled cells for PET and SPECT or MRI
imaging, respectively, and green fluorescent protein (GFP) or luciferase labeling of
cells for bioluminescent imaging. (Huang et al. 2008) discussed the role of cell quantities and cell burden of label. The specific radioactivity of Cu-64 as a PET tracer has
deleterious effects from cold copper3 as well as from cell burdens of high-specific
radioactivity where the cell viability falls off with excesses of >1 μmol of Cu-64/mL
of labeling cocktail. They studies these effects in fetal monkey and recombinant
mesenchymal stem cells (rhMSC) where they labeled these cells with 0–230 pmol
Cu/mL as Cu-64-PTSM (Pyruvaldehyde-Bis-N4-Methylthiosemicarbazone) and
showed no significant differences in cell viability, growth, or differentiation. The
most deleterious effect came from the highest specific activity studies. The time
frame from preparation to its use as a PET tracer is a critical measure. Studies on
CD34+ cells labeled in excess of 1 h post labeling can show reduced cell functionality. Cell radioactivity may be deleterious to cell survival or function, i.e. proliferation, when radiolabeled in excess of 40 μCi/mL. Typical cell radiolabeling is done
with incubation in the presence of a stock cell-supporting milieu with 20 μCi/mL of
the desired radiolabel added to ~5 × 105 cells. Allometric conversion of cellular
therapeutic doses are not as yet fully investigated and this remains a major hurdle for
future cell therapy programs and prediction of human safety.

5.5

Conclusions

There are some important features of allometric scaling for the prediction of human
drug clearance from animal data and their application to imaging agents. I take the
efforts of Mahmood and Green (2003), Mahmood (2007) in defining allometric
principles as especially succinct in identifying important first principles for imaging
and I recommend reading and understanding his important contribution to the field.
First, the exponents of simple allometry have no physiological meaning. These are
mathematical manipulations that may bear no real meaning to the physiology of the
test species. Second, the exponential elements of clearance for a given drug are not
universal and depend on the species under study generating these clearance values.
Third, the impact of plasma protein (and other nonspecific) binding on the allometric scaling and indeed the human protein binding can be exquisitely different and
challenging to predict. Fourth, in vitro binding and scaling solely on this is fraught
with error due to metabolism and renal elimination (reduction in drug availability).
Fifth, the attraction of a fixed exponential across species is often favorably viewed
and sought to simplify the estimations. Caution is warranted. Sixth, external factors
such as study designs, analytical errors, physiochemical properties may have significant impact on allometric determinations.

Copper concentrations at 5 micromolar (μM) may stimulate respiratory and collapse of the membrane potential of mitochondria.
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The predicted starting dose for a Phase 0 imaging study should be viewed as
simply “predicted” and not “absolute” or “established” and thus the use of any
imaging contrast agent or tracer product in the trial shall include protocol definitions for proper safety controls, timing of doses, and availability of supportive care.
The understanding of PK allometry as applied to imaging is new and often discounted but the use of this tool can provide significant advantage to the product
success and future market opportunities. The Reader is encouraged to review
Chapter 13 on the FDA and regulatory aspects of allometry, Phase “0” studies, and
much more. Further, the Reader is asked to refer to the FDA Guidances related to
medical imaging (FDA Guidance for Industry 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010) as these will
provide further insight on how drug and biologic development using imaging technologies and how they can be aided through exploring interspecies allometry.
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